Airway mucosal bioelectric potential difference in cystic fibrosis after lung transplantation.
Bioelectrical potential difference (PD) across the respiratory mucosa is raised in cystic fibrosis (CF). We have recorded airway potentials from seven patients with CF who had undergone heart-lung transplantation and from eight patients without CF who had had transplants for cardiovascular disease; comparison of these populations controls for the effects of denervation and immunosuppressive treatment. Six patients without CF who had not had transplants formed an additional control. PD was recorded during routine fiberoptic bronchoscopy, using a Ringer's-perfused exploring bridge connected across a high impedance amplifier to an intravenous reference bridge. Bronchial lavage and sputum culture revealed no evidence of infection. Bronchial PD was similar in all three groups of patients at equivalent sites. However, nasal PD was raised in the CF group (mean value, 44 mV +/- 3.9 SE) compared with the patients who had transplants for cardiovascular disease (mean, 18 mV +/- 1.1 SE), and the control patients (mean, 15 mV +/- 1.2 SE). We conclude that the epithelial defects that result in raised airway potentials in CF do not recur in the transplanted lung.